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CEO Peter Ward has recently returned from China 
and Hong Kong, where he represented UKWA as part 
of the IFWLA (International Federation of Logistics 
Associations) at the world’s largest logistics event, the 
China International Logistics Fair in Shenzhen.

While UKWA has been part of the IFWLA for many 
years, new changes to the constitution flowing from the 
inauguration of the association in May this year will bring 
additional benefits and value to UKWA members, Ward 
says. 

“Agreement among the main countries involved in IFWLA 
decided that the organisation needed to better represent 
the logistics industry globally, so instead of existing as a 
federation of national associations, IFWLA should instead 
operate as global B2B networking platform across the 
industry, structured to enable the members themselves of 
the various country associations to communicate globally, 

generate and 
capture business 
opportunities 
and share best 
practice.”

The newly 
reinvigorated IFWLA was launched at CILF, followed by 
a program of technical visits and meetings with the key 
trade associations in Hong Kong.

IFWLA membership will enable UKWA to connect 
members to the equivalent logistics industry in China, 
which serves the digitally enabled new consumer markets 
in that region. The Chinese equivalent of UKWA makes 
over 4000 warehousing and fulfilment locations across 
China accessible to members.  

Read full report
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The UKWA National Conference 
saw the launch of the keenly 
anticipated Feeding London 
2030 research report – a must-
have insight for food, beverage & 
food service logistics providers 
operating not only in London, but 
in any major city across the UK.
Andrew Morgan of Global 78, 
author of the report commissioned 
by UKWA, has analysed the 
rising pressures and ‘creeping 
paralysis’ on supply chains and has 
produced invaluable data for all 
stakeholders to better understand 
the environment in which they 
operate, the challenges ahead and 
the options available to plan for a 
successful and sustainable future. 

Commenting on the report, 
Professor Alan Braithwaite of 
Cranfield University and LCP 
Consulting, who has recently 

worked on the Urban Logistics 
Concept with Greater Manchester 
and supported the Freight for the 
North Project on new models for 
City Food Logistics, said: “UKWA 
has put feeding growing cities and 
food logistics on the map with this 
report.  The impact of air quality 
and congestion is not going to go 
away without radical change. This 
report offers a methodology to 
unpack the challenge and we must 
expect sweeping changes in the 
next 10 years”

The Feeding London 2030 
report is available to order 
now and if you’re a member 
of UKWA, this essential report 
is half price - fantastic value 
at only £395+VAT!
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Amazon has profoundly affected the 
eRetail industry, becoming one of the 
largest and most diverse online businesses 
in the world. Its impact on online retail 
(and soon to be) UK B2B sectors is greater 
now than ever before.ing f

Accordingly, presentations by UKWA member Maginus, 
together with Collect+, analysing the rise and rise of the 
behemoth provided one of the highlights of the UKWA 
National Conference.

 “For many businesses, Amazon is simultaneously a sales 
channel, a partner, and a competitive threat,” says Mark. “My 
advice, if you decide to get into bed with Amazon, is to sleep 
with the lights on – and with your eyes wide open!”

If you couldn’t make it to the conference, here’s a taste of 
what you missed – a superb and fascinating presentation by 
Mark Thornton, Marketing Director of Maginus, considering 
whether indeed Amazon is Friend or Foe.

Amazon: Friend or Foe?
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Look out for all presentations from UKWA 
National Conference 2016 on our website soon!
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This year Ireland played host to the FIATA 2016 
World Congress on October 3 – 8 at the iconic 
Convention Centre, Dublin. Ireland’s industry 
representative body, the Irish International Freight 
Association (IIFA), was the local event organiser in 
co-operation with FIATA.  

FIATA has 40,000 forwarding and logistics member firms, 
employing 10 million people in over 150 countries, so this event 
provided an opportunity for the global forwarding and logistics 
industry to gather in a single location to share knowledge, 
networking and foster business development.

UKWA CEO Peter Ward was one of a line-up of high profile 
speakers from the industry and gave a presentation illustrating why 
“logistics is the new retail”, highlighting how the emphasis is shifting 
from managing transportation to managing inventory; “The multi-
channel, multi-pace, multi-directional supply chains we see now 
require multiple stocking locations worldwide, within reach of the 
consumer, to effect speedy final mile delivery,” he said.

Commenting on the success of the congress, Chairman of the 
Organising Committee Paddy Kenny remarked, “Feedback at 
the Congress was upbeat and positive, with many Delegates 
complimenting the range and quality of the Guests Speakers.”
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Your invitation to the 
CBI Conference
UKWA is pleased to invite 
members to attend the CBI 
Annual Conference on 21st 
November at a specially 
discounted rate of £165 
plus VAT
The 2016 conference theme is 
Innovation, Growth and Prosperity in a 
World of Disruption.

The CBI Annual Conference is a highlight in the business 
calendar, bringing together an impressive line-up of A-list 
speakers and attracting an exceptional guest list, so this 
is a great opportunity for UKWA members to be part of a 
lively and valuable day.

At this one day conference, there will be a full programme 
www.cbi.org.uk/events/annual-conference/programme/
with chance for members to network with over 1200 
delegates, including a drinks reception at the end of 
the day, and you will experience some of the very latest 
technology and gadgets first-hand.

Register to attend

More details
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National 
minimum 
wage 
increase

The national minimum wage rates increased from 1 October 2016, 
which will affect all UKWA members employing adults, staff in 
development, juniors and apprentices under the age of 19
•  The adult rate (age 21 to 24) increases from £6.70 to £6.95 an 

hour.
•  The development rate (age 18 to 20) increases from £5.30 to £5.55 

an hour.
•  The junior rate (age 16 or 17) increases from £3.87 to £4.00 an 

hour.
•  Apprentices under age 19, or age 19 and over but in the first year 

of an apprenticeship, will see an increase from £3.30 to £3.40 an 
hour.

•  The accommodation offset increases from £5.35 to £6.00 a day 
for each day when accommodation is provided during the pay 
period.

The national living wage, which was introduced in April this year, 
remains unchanged at £7.20 an hour from age 25.

According to UKWA’s Affinity Partner, Citation Professional 
Solutions, these are likely to be the last October increases as the 
government has announced its intention to align future national 
living wage and national minimum wage increases to the first pay 
period or after 1 April each year.
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CEO Peter Ward
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